AARON STEPHENS Knows Real Leadership
Takes Hard Work…and a Plan

On Nov. 7, Vote AARON STEPHENS for East Lansing City Council
AARON STEPHENS HAS A PLAN TO MOVE EAST LANSING FORWARD — TOGETHER

Aaron’s Plan For Unity and Growth for East Lansing:

• To bridge the gap between the City and the University, Aaron believes we must **encourage more partnerships** on programs. As an involved student and East Lansing resident Aaron possesses the **skills and experience** to make this relationship work.

• Aaron is working on a citywide program initiating **bystander intervention training** for local East Lansing businesses.

• Aaron believes local businesses can only thrive in an **accessible, safe, and comfortable environment**. Adding growth will allow the community to enjoy the space, which then translates to **increased foot traffic downtown**.

On November 7, choose a new, unifying voice for the City Council to move East Lansing forward.

AaronStephens.org